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Emblemata
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for
the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows young
readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a
household classic that will now reach an even wider audience. Never
before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format
other than hardcover. Since it was first published fifty years ago,
Shel Silverstein's poignant picture book for readers of all ages has
offered a touching interpretation of the gift of giving and a serene
acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel Silverstein's
incomparable career as a bestselling children's book author and
illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also
the creator of picture books including A Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants
a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the
Big O, and the perennial favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic
poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the
Attic, Falling Up, Every Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny
Babbit. And don't miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the
Sidewalk Ends, and A Light in the Attic!

Mass Effect: the Complete Comics
Overwatch has taken the world by storm, boasting millions of players
and gaining critical acclaim. Now, in this beautiful hardcover,
Blizzard Entertainment reveals the creative process behind one of the
most popular FPS games of all time! Filled with never-before-seen art
as well as commentary provided by the game’s development team, this
book is sure to please any Overwatch fan. · Essential companion to the
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international best-selling game Overwatch! · Introduction and
commentary provided by the game’s development team! · Overwatch is a
global phenomenon with 30 million players! · Produced in close
partnership with Blizzard Entertainment! · Overwatch creation
revealed! · Behind-the-scenes look at your favorite characters! ·
Never-before-seen artwork!

NieR: Automata World Guide Volume 2
Fire Emblem Coloring Book contains 58 full-paged detailed coloring
pages with most important characters from one of the best tactical
role-playing game series ever - Fire Emblem! Each image is printed on
a separate page to prevent bleed-through.

Fire Emblem Three Houses Game, Characters, Classes,
Abilities, House, Tips, Walkthrough, Strategy Guide
Unofficial
Recognition of the great importance in Renaissance culture of the
versatile and complex form of the emblem is increasingly widespread.
This series aims to satisfy the needs of those who require access to
texts in an edition as close to the original as possible.

Octopath Traveler: The Complete Guide
Characters: Detailed strategies, bios, and moves lists for all 72
playable characters. Walkthrough: Step-by-step walkthrough for the
four part story mode campaign. Monsters: Complete monster compendium
detailing creature bios, stats, strengths, and weaknesses. Maps:
Labeled maps pinpoint places of interest, enemies, secrets, and
collectables.

The Art of BRAVELY SECOND
""An in-depth, behind-the-scenes look at the smash-hit Nintendo
game"--Provided by publisher"--

The Art of Splatoon
The next generation of fantasy is here! Go behind the scenes of Dragon
Age: Inquisition, the most ambitious game ever created by legendary
developer BioWare! Featuring hundreds of never-before-seen artworks
and captions from the developers themselves, this volume offers
revealing insight into the inspiration and creation of every facet of
Dragon Age: Inquisition, from the heroes, to the wondrous weapons they
wield, the powerful beasts that they battle, and the extraordinary
world that they inhabit.

The Art of Dragon Age: Inquisition
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"The Art of Splatoon contains 320 inkredible pages of artwork,
including 2D and 3D illustrations of your favorite characters, maps,
concept art, weapon and gear design, storyboards, sketches, hand-drawn
comics . . . and that's only an inkling of what's inside. We're not
squidding around: this is a must have for all fans of Splatoon!"--Page
[4] of cover.

The NES Omnibus
Experience the fantastical world of Luxendarc like never before! Join
the game's creators as they send their heroes on a journey to awaken
the elemental crystals from all-consuming darkness, and experience the
critically acclaimed Bravely Default in a whole new way. This faithful
localisation of original Japanese content allows readers to explore
the story and art behind the game, and features hundreds of pieces of
concept art and conversational commentary directly from the creative
team!

The Art of Doom
CD、本、アニメ、似顔絵、コラボ等、中村佑介が2008~2014年までに手掛けた計253点の作品を一挙収録!!

The Marvel Art of Savage Sword of Conan
Peer Pedagogies on Digital Platforms
The majestic art of the legendary black-and-white magazine, The Savage
Sword of Conan, is represented in a deluxe hardcover art book worthy
of Crom himself! With the massive success of the Hyborian warrior in
Marvel's line of color comics and a short run in the seminal black-andwhite mag Savage Tales, the decision was made to spin Conan off into
his own magazine, the better to capture the bone-crushing action of
the barbarian's world. Stripped to just its pencil-and-inks
essentials, Conan took on a new savagery drawn by masters such as
Barry Windsor-Smith, John Buscema and Ernie Chan. The story of Savage
Sword isn't solely about the black-and-white interiors, though. The
series' fully painted covers were worth the cover price themselves,
with gorgeous illustrations by Boris Vallejo, Michael Kaluta, Earl
Norem and many others, while the many hidden gems to be found among
the pinups and spot illustrations in the magazine's interiors are
waiting to be rediscovered by Conan fans. With 235 issues in its epic
history, there is no shortage of mind-blowing Savage Sword art - and
this deluxe hardcover shares the best of it!

The Legend of Zelda
"Explore the intricate secrets, strategies, environments, characters,
and weapons of NeiR: Automata! Full of concept art, short stories, and
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more! Dark Horse Books and Square Enix present this adaptation of the
original Japanese volume, officially offered in English for the first
time!"--

The Art of Fire Emblem: Awakening
The Art of Fire Emblem Awakening contains an in-depth, behind-thescenes look at the smash-hit 3DS game, from beautifully illustrated
renditions of your favorite characters, to storyboards for in-game
events, character designs, weapon designs, character profiles, and the
entirety of the script with every possible branch of dialogue! Relive
some of the most poignant moments of the game, or see what might have
been if you had made different in-game decisions with the Art of Fire
Emblem Awakening!

The Art of Death Stranding
Take a gander at the game's traditional hand-drawn frame-by-frame
animation. Peek at the early concepts, production work, and early
ideas that went into the making of Cuphead's characters, bosses,
stages and more. Relive the most cherished and challenging moments of
Cuphead and Mugman's adventure to reclaim their souls from The Devil,
all in a way you've never seen before! Guided by personal insights
from game directors Chad and Jared Moldenhauer, take a one-of-a-kind
trip through the Inkwell Isles and discover an all-new appreciation
for Cuphead's animation style and challenging retro gameplay.

Fire Emblem - Radiant Dawn
The long-awaited debut collection of illustrations by Posuka Demizu,
the up-and-coming manga artist

Kirby: Art & Style Collection
The NES Omnibus: The Nintendo Entertainment System and Its Games, Vol.
1 (A-L), covers the first half of the NES library in exhaustive and
engaging detail. More than 350 games are featured, including such
iconic titles asCastlevania, Donkey Kong, Double Dragon, Duck Hunt,
Final Fantasy, and The Legend of Zelda. Each game, whether obscure or
mainstream, is given the spotlight. In addition to thorough gameplay
descriptions, the book includes reviews, memories, historical data,
quotes from vintage magazines, and, best of all, nostalgic stories
about many of the games from programmers, authors, YouTube celebs, and
other industry insiders. The book also features more than 1,500 fullcolor images, including box art, screenshots, and vintage ads.

Strong Alone, Stronger Together
Master Square Enix's critically acclaimed RPG Octopath Traveler with
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this comprehensive guide! Explore every corner of Orsterra with the
help of this complete guide which includes insight and explanation of
the main narrative as well as boss strategies for each of the games'
eight protagonists! Dive deeper with detailed environment maps,
subquest information, and beautiful illustrations that fully realize
Octopath Traveler's HD-2D graphics with exclusive explanations and
commentary from the development team. Dark Horse Books and Square Enix
present a faithful localization of the original Japanese volume,
offered in English for the first time! Whether you're a first-time
player or looking to take your game to one hundred percent completion,
this guide book is not to be missed!

Intron Depot 5
The Giving Tree
Each new year is marked by a monster's attack on their mountain
village. This year, young Jia and her friend Deshi have decided to
fight back. For Deshi, it is the grand adventure he has always dreamed
of. For Jia, it is revenge for the loss of her mother--who was taken
by the monster five years before. But it will take more than mere
pluck and courage to best the beast of the mountain, which is where
the mysterious stranger who has befriended Jia and Deshi comes in . .
. Based on an ancient Chinese legend, Jia and the Nian Monster blends
fantasy, fable, and the invention of gunpowder into a tale of courage
and friendship. Written by Mike Richardson (47 Ronin, Father's Day,
and The Atomic Legion), and illustrated by the amazing new artist
Megan Huang, this could be a new children's classic!

The Art of Naughty Dog
"This volume collects issues #1 through #3 of the Dark Horse comicbook series Anthem."

Fire Emblem
""Elements of Game Design" is an introductory text on game design. The
goal is to teach students a structured process of design applicable to
games and interactive experiences, and introduce the vocabulary and
techniques of practicing game designers. The text draws on the
author's experience as a professional game developer, as well as a
teacher of an intro-level game development class. The book begins by
introducing the user-centered design paradigm, and explain a gamesspecific process that splits the design problem into several
conceptual stages. The bulk of the text explores those stages in
detail, and teaches how to analyze and resolve them. Throughout the
text we introduce the technical vocabulary and concepts used by
designers in the industry, and illustrate the particular lessons with
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numerous real-life examples. The text ends with a review of the
overall process and its application in the production of new games"--

The Art of Fire Emblem
Doom is unquestionably one of the most influential videogames ever
created, widely regarded as the original FPS (First-Person Shooter)
and remains a touchstone for countless action games today. The Art Of
Doom brings together concept artwork, sketches and screenshots from
every classic instalment of the series, including Bethesda's most
recent addition, Doom 3 (2012).

Fire Emblem Coloring Book
The Art of Bravely Default
"The author develops a model of peer pedagogy by examining the popular
genre of Let's Play videos as a source of learning for Minecraft
players"--

NieR - Automata World Guide
Japanese artist Masamune Shirow is well known to discriminating comics
readers. American editions of his spectacular graphic epics have been
highly praised and voraciously collected. Now, his gorgeous and highly
detailed color art has been collected for the first time into a
single, handsome trade paperback. Beautifully printed in Japan and
featuring text in both Japanese and English, this package features
nearly two hundred full-color Shirow works, 47 published for the first
time anywhere in the world!

Der Mond: The Art of Neon Genesis Evangelion
Celebrate more than 25 years of Kirby, the popular pink hero of the
best-selling series of video games from Nintendo. A stylish new
collection of art and designs from the best-selling Kirby video games.
Featuring twenty-five years worth of sketches, artwork, Japanese video
game box art, and more. With exclusive notes from creators and artists
who have brought Kirby to life throughout the years.

The Art Of Splatoon
New look, a hard cover version for Der Mond! Stylish, delicate, and
consistently edgy, Der Mond collects the color illustrations of
Yoshiyuki Sadamoto, perhaps the most acclaimed manga and anime artist
of all time. The book includes 74 pages of paintings and designs
devoted to Neon Genesis Evangelion, plus another 50 pages from The
Wings of Honneamise, Nadia--The Secret of Blue Water, Blue Uru, and
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other works--including Sadamoto's cover to Eric Clapton's 1998 album,
Pilgrim.

NOW
"Crash Bandicoot. Jak and Daxter. Uncharted. The Last
studio has been responsible for the most iconic video
of this generation. Now, Dark Horse Books invites you
retrospective tour, observing Naughty Dog's ascension
one of the most influential production studios in the
world!"--Publisher's website.

of Us. One
game experiences
on a thirty-year
to its place as

The Art of the Last of Us
Shows the evolution of the art of the video game "The Last of Us,"
including concept art and commentary from the creators.

FF DOT: the Pixel Art of Final Fantasy
The official art book for Hideo Kojima's DEATH STRANDING. After the
collapse of civilization, Sam Bridges must journey across a ravaged
landscape crawling with otherworldly threats to save mankind from the
brink of extinction. From legendary game creator Hideo Kojima comes an
all-new, genre-defying experience for the PlayStation(R)4 system,
nominated for the DICE Game of the Year Award. In the near future,
mysterious explosions have rocked the planet, setting off a series of
supernatural events known as the Death Stranding. With spectral
creatures plaguing the landscape, and the planet on the verge of a
mass extinction, it's up to Sam Bridges to journey across the ravaged
continent and save mankind from impending annihilation. The Art of
Death Stranding is packed with hundreds of pieces of concept art for
the characters, equipment, locations and creatures featured in the
game, as well as early and unused concepts, including artwork by
acclaimed artist Yoji Shinkawa.

The Art of Overwatch
"Filled with amazing art and exclusive commentary, this gorgeous
hardcover art book invites its reader to delve deep into this superb
collection of production material from the latest romp into the world
of Wolfenstein. This item is a must have for sisters, brothers, and
all other champions for the cause!"--

The Art of Wolfenstein: Youngblood
"Experience the intriguing evolution of pixel art from the Final
Fantasy's series! Containing detailed sprite sheets that showcase the
pixel composition of Final Fantasy's beloved characters, maps of Final
Fantasy's most popular highlighting tools used by the developers, and
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a special interview with Kazuko Shibuya, the character pixel artist
for the Final Fantasy series, FF Dot is a one of a kind product that
immerses readers into an iconic aspect of the Final Fantasy
experience"--

Jia and the Nian Monster
Return to the enchanted world of Luxendarc with a collection of art
that celebrates another critically revered entry in the Bravely
series! Enjoy in-depth commentary from the creative team, and explore
detailed concept art from the ethereal sequel to Bravely Default. This
localization of the original Japanese text features gorgeous concept
art and extensive commentary from the team behind Bravely Second. The
second of two-volumes, this collection intimately explores the
concepts and creativity from the next chapter in the fan-favorite
Bravely series!

Encyclopaedia Britannica
"The Legend of ZeldaTM: Art and Artifacts contains over four hundred
pages of fully realized illustrations from the entire thirty-year
history of The Legend of ZeldaTM"--

Elements of Game Design
*UNOFFICIAL GUIDE* Do you want to dominate the game and your
opponents? Do you struggle with making resources and cash? Do you want
the best items? Would you like to know how to download and install the
game? If so, we have got you covered. We will walk you through the
game, provide professional strategies and tips, as well as all the
secrets in the game. What You'll Discover Inside: - How to Download &
Install the Game. - Professional Tips and Strategies. - Beat
Opponents. - Get Tons of Items. - Level Fast. - Combat Moves. Secrets, Tips, Unlockables, and Tricks Used By Pro Players! - How to
Get Tons of Resources. - PLUS MUCH MORE! So, what are you waiting for?
Once you grab a copy of our guide, you'll be dominating the game in no
time at all! Get your Pro tips now. Scroll to the top of the page and
click add to cart to purchase instantly Disclaimer: This product is
not associated, affiliated, endorsed, certified, or sponsored by the
Original Copyright Owner.

The Art of Super Mario Odyssey
Provides helpful strategies for playing the Nintendo Game Boy Advance
video game Fire Emblem: Includes: step-by-step walkthroughs; complete
bios for each character in the game; information on choosing weapon
classes, magic, spells, and more; and where to find every hidden
special weapon and item.
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The Art of Posuka Demizu
In October of 2017, Super Mario Odyssey took the gaming world by
storm. Now, discover the art and expertise that went into creating one
of Nintendo's best-loved games. This full-color hardcover volume and
features concept art, preliminary sketches, and notes from the
development team, plus insight into some early ideas that didn't make
it into the game itself. Explore the world of Super Mario Odyssey from
every angle, including screen shots, marketing material, and more, to
fully appreciate this captivating adventure.

Exam Prep for: The Art of Fire Emblem Awakening
"Dark Horse Books and Square Enix present a faithful localization of
the original Japanese volume of the same name, offered in English for
the first time! Explore the world of NieR: Automata through maps,
character biographies, short stories, concept art, commentary, and
more! Whether locked in open combat, zipping through the air on a
flying mech, or bonding with nature through the indigenous fauna,
NeiR: Automata captivated players through a genre-bending blend of
action and adventure. Now, journey through this unique and ruined
world, discovering its each and every intricacy with the NieR:
Automata World Guide!"--Publisher's description.

The Art of Cuphead
The champions of BioWare's award winning series embark on thrilling
interstellar expeditions through alien war and existential crisis,
struggling for peace and fighting for the right to survive. Mass
Effect's vibrant world is teeming with conflict, and always on the
edge of tipping into despair--but there are some who still struggle to
maintain order in the chaos and secure the future of the galaxy. Join
Liara as she teams up with the Drell Feron to recover the body of
Commander Shepard from the Shadow Broker, uncover the origins of the
Illusive Man in an epic tale of betrayal and discovery, and witness
Aria defend the space station Omega from Cerberus forces, as well as
the internal conflicts at Cerberus and the lives of the agents who
serve it. Also included in this volume are collected stories of
characters you love like Garrus, Tali'Zorah, and Wrex, and the series
Discovery which follows the Turian soldier Tiran Kandros. This book
compiles all of the Mass Effect comic book series in one affordable,
accessible, and comprehensive format--a must buy for fans of the Mass
Effect universe and BioWare. Collects Mass Effect: Redemption #1-4,
Mass Effect: Evolution #1-4, Mass Effect: Invasion #1-4, Mass Effect:
Homeworlds #1-4, Mass Effect: Foundation #1-13, and Mass Effect:
Discovery #1-4.
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